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In modern English it is a place we gather to worship God. He is going to

build up a place where David worshiped God . That is fallen down. Tje

tabernacle of David. Yes, but is thatwhat Tabernacle is meant in Old

English? Well you if you want, go to Shakespere and Elizabethian ~ramatists

and sometimes you get your evidence simply in looking into a concordance.

Here we turn over to Hebrews. And we find in Hebarews that we read. that

by faith Abraham sojourned in a land of promise as in a strange country

dwelling in tabernacles with Isaac and Jacob. Isn't that grand how

they worshipped all the week, they lived right in tabernacles. (Laughter '71

from audience) with Abraham and Isaac and Jacob (Laughter) WEll

it gives a hintof the Old English with the Old English tabernacle just

means a tent. That is all it is. Only a tent. So you see if you want

to. understand the Bible correctly, the thing to do is take your concordance

and study the meaning of all these words in the Old English and study

Shakespeare and Elizabethian dramatists and put in may years of studying

the English of kOO years ago and then you will know what these words and

forms and so on mean. That is aproximately. No one today knows exactly

what Old English means, but there is a simpler way to do it. (Laughter

from class) A much simpler yaw j to study the Hebrew and the Greek and

see what the original meant,' And of course if you look in the original

of the Greek and find the word seeiee (81) which just means

a tenth and has nothing specifically to do with worship at all and if
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you look in the Hebrew of Amoth from which this is quoted, you'll find

the word which is the regular Hebrew #ord for tent. And

so this translation tabernacle, you might say proves all mellenialism here

Yes, if you consider that the modern sence of it is what the translators

of the authorized version menat and if the translators of the authroized

version vereinspired. But if you go back to the Greek and the Hebrew

there is no such idea in here at all. It is just of the return and build

again the t$ˆ tent of Datid which is fallen down and build again

the ruins thereof and set 4 it up that the residue of men might seek
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